"HANDS ON HIPS!"

Freshmen at the Institute sometimes have difficulty in believing that it is to their benefit to enlist under the banner of some Technology activity. From the time they hit Freshman Camp they consider student leaders' cries to "Come out for an activity!" as ill-considered, at best, and a bit of a rush. New men, without a doubt, would all like to be working with other men in some activity, but hesitate because of the threat of academic failure. They figure that fitting around some publication's office is o.k. for the other freshmen who are probably brighter than they think, which they would spend with their days going for a time. The time and effort, they figure, would be "in" an activity.

Whether or not the benefits received from participation in some undergraduate activity at the Institute merit the time such participation requires (and it is our opinion that they do), there is one way in which freshmen can engage in an activity and still not spend an undue amount of time outside of purely academic work. The way is to substitute a sport for the required P.T.

There are three reasons why a new man should get into an athletic team at the Institute. In the first place, he will be supplementing his school work with an undergraduate activity as suggested before; he will be "in" an activity.

Secondly, he will aid the Institute's athletic program. A squad's success is dependent on the student spirit at Tech. Freshmen could do little better in their first few weeks at the Institute than come out for a sport. The cry of the coach or the coxswain should be much more attractive to the new man than the staccato "One, two, one, two" of the P.T. instructor.

Coop Choosing Year's Officers and Directors

Sixteen men from Harvard and Technology were nominated recently as stockholders, officers and other directors of the Harvard Cooperative Society for the coming year. At last election for five men, Mr. William Bingham and Mr. Arthur H.

JOURNALISTIC JOY

Literary would-be's, aspiring cartoonists, photographic bugs, ad-sellers, bookkeepers, and associated glamour boys, are respectfully asked to come to the grand and munificent The Tech smoker today. Your paper would like to meet you. At the same time you can have your fill of cahus, doughnuts and beads.

The mad whirlwind of social events has barely begun for members of The Tech. Join now and cash in later on beer parties, banquets, bowling parties, picnics, and Dato's all existing and non-existing world's records.

The Reader Speaks

Dear Sir:
The Tech's sports writing appears to be more in accurate, efficient, and representative than ever.

The Anchorage
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